Your employees are working from anywhere. Is your security?

The ThinkShield portfolio gives your remote workforce the same advanced security protections they would get at the office.

No matter where they access the network, layers of device and software security keep employees safe and productive.

A safety net for your remote team

- Persistent endpoint visibility software by Absolute®
- Modern remote endpoint management with Intel® Active Management Technology on the Intel vPro® platform
- Windows Hello authentication via face, fingerprint, or PIN instead of a password

ThinkPad X1 Yoga

ThinkShield: Smarter security for your employees

ThinkShield is Lenovo’s security portfolio of hardware, software, services, and processes — fully customizable solutions to secure your critical data and business technology.

Lenovo recommends Windows 10 Pro for business, powered by the Intel vPro® platform.


61% of municipalities are allowing their employees to work from home.¹

Leading BIOS security

Microsoft Secured-core PC and Intel® Hardware Shield

Secured-core PCs boot up against a security checklist to verify integrity every time the device is turned on.

With the power of the built-for-business Intel vPro® platform, Lenovo ThinkShield provides BIOS that can self-heal in the event of corruption for minimal disruption or downtime.

Next-generation autonomous antivirus protection

SentinelOne® uses AI and predictive analytics to detect unusual processes and stop even zero-day attacks.

Because it’s cloud-based and autonomous, it continues to evolve and alert your entire network to the most advanced threats — and it rolls breached devices back to a clean, known good state.